
STEWARDSHIP
–Gratitud�
–Grac�



Communit�



When you can love, meaning to open our minds enough to see the

real beauty of the gift of life in all people and in all living things,

then we will realize the inner peace that comes from being a whole

individual.  With our minds opened to such a degree of

understanding, the reality of life will be revealed to us; and we will

have the inner strength that comes from knowing and nothing will

be impossible for us.

–Gary Alan Jones, Faith, Patient Hope and Quiet
Brave Endurance
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Gratitude - - The first fruits of gratitude are comfort and peace.

The grateful heart realizes there is no situation or circumstance

that is greater than the spirit of God dwelling within our grateful

hearts.

Grace - - The origin of the word grace means to rejoice - - to

acknowledge the unnamable “sweetness” that we experience when

we have been fully accepted by another - - who loves and cares

for us, even with all the ups and downs that are present in our

lives.  Likewise, we offer grace to others when we acknowledge our

acceptance of them.

Stewardship - - The act of offering ourselves to others in

friendship, and assisting in needs they may require in order to

thrive.  These items may include gifts of money to our church,

food/clothing/services to local neighbors, and those in other places.

Also included are gifts to four special offerings for the United

Church of Christ (Association, Conference, National).

Gifts of our time and talent to the church and community are also

part of our Stewardship responsibility.  These gifts can include

being a member of a committee, singing and playing piano/organ and

other instruments, offering time for the beautification of our

church building and grounds - - and greeting guests and members

on Sundays.  And smiles to everyone!
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Self-Compassion

- - another face of stewardship

Compassion is not a feeling–it is a way of being.  Compassion is an

attitude, a way of life, that arises out of spirituality—a sense of

interconnectedness that nurtures the soul—and manifests itself in

action.

When something painful or tragic happens, we often take that

experience and, in our aloneness, we try to pull it apart.  We want

to understand all the pieces because we want to make sense of

them.  But compassion is about inviting ourselves to leave it alone

so that it has a chance to free us.  In the world of self-

compassion, we must let things IN rather than break them apart.

Three Steps of Self-Compassion

Mindfulness- - be present to the present, whatever you may be

feeling- - focus.  Pay attention to the task and relax.

Remember our common humanity - - suffering is part of everyone’s

life - - when we have compassion for ourselves, we are able to

express it to others.

Practice kindness - - ask yourself, What are the words I need to
hear?  Say to yourself, as you would to your best friend - - I
know this is really hard, I’m here for you. Be as helpful to

yourself as you would be to a friend.  Show compassion and love to

yourself, as you would for a friend.  When we stop trying to pull

apart our suffering, we step into self-compassion and can reach a

place of peace.
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Generosity and Kindness

- - expand your life and the lives of others

Kindness,compassion, and love as charity, and a willingness to give

to others, are cornerstones of Christianity- -and of all major

religions.  It feels good to be kind, to reach out and connect, to

be generous.

Generosity is compassion at its most expansive.  Generosity is the

opening of our hearts and our arms to give because we realize all

we have received from our God and the universe.

There is never a perfect situation or moment to be generous.

People do not always conform to our expectations.  Remember,

take your lead from the wholeness and joy in your heart, not the

relative conditions of the world.
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Stewardship

Members and friends who give a portion of their income to the

church community for building maintenance, various supplies, and

salaries for office and pastoral personnel, are very important.

This income is essential for the church; and greatly appreciated.

As important as dollars are for our church, there are many other

parts of stewardship that are highly important also - -

- - attending Sunday worship and church school

- - participating in areas where there is a need for your skills

(both as leaders and/or participants).  For example:  Teach a

class, serve on a committee, sing in the choir, read scripture, help

with preparing meals for special occasions, help maintain the yard

and flower beds, and be be present every Sunday to PRAISE GOD,

and say “hello” and offer your best smile to everyone.

Stewardship is the most exciting and fulfilling thing we can do - -

for our church - - and for ourselves, family, and friends.
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PRAISE GOD!!

THOUGHTS TO PONDER

An Affirmation: I am perfect as I am.  Everything in my life

is working toward my ultimate good.  I am

loved and I am love.

— Deepak Chopra, M.D.

Ageless Body, Timeless Mind

Stewardship is sometimes hanging in there and doing the necessary:

Keeping in touch with the God within so we’re sure our path is

right.  Remembering our promises – - and keeping them - -

even in hard or ambiguous times .

–CJAlexander

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Make a joyful noise to God, all the earth

Worship God with gladness,

Come into God’s presence with singing.

— Psalm 100 - - The Bible

We don’t have to get God’s attention: we already have it.  God is

always present to us.     . . .Prayer is Thanksgiving.  . . .

Prayer is talking with God.  Prayer is also listening.

— Rev. Thomas Marlin
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LOVING

There are times when love seems far away.  When everything

seems dark and the light doesn’t shine.  When God’s presence is

not felt.  We feel all alone.

Whatever it is that precipitates these feelings - -  our longing for

past pleasures or loved ones, the loss of our job, the loss of our

youth vitality, or some other event that leaves us vulnerable and

unhappy, CAN be accepted—if we recognize our part in these

events.  This is self-stewardship.

As Christians, we are called to be stewards toward others.  Before

we can adequately do that, we must be self-stewards.  We are

called to love ourselves unconditionally—to accept ourselves exactly

as we are—with all our self-known foibles and inconsistencies.

These are growth-points only and not to be seen as awful

“weaknesses.”

Getting from sadness to acceptance sometimes takes quite a bit of

“doing” because it challenges our inner core of inner self-criticism.

When we can be thankful for our life as it is, healing begins.

Wishing things were different, denying our life situation or day-

dreaming about what-ifs only put up barriers to self-acceptance,

and only prolongs the agony of overwhelming sadness.  God loves us

exactly as we are.  Can we do less than love ourselves, too?

–Carol J. Alexander

Becoming a Steward–in Search of the Inner Being
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OFFERINGS

In addition to giving money to our local congregation, the UCC

offers the opportunity to give special offerings for national and

international needs.

One Great Hour of Sharing—International programs in health,

education and agriculture development, emergency relief, refugee

ministries, and both domestic and international disaster response.

Strengthen the Church—Re-imagines and guides the future of

UCC/conference and national levels.  Supports youth ministries and

full-time leaders for new churches.

Neighbors in Need—Supports ministries of justice and

compassion throughout the United States, including Council for

American Indian Ministries, justice and advocacy, and direct

service projects supported by justice and Local Church Ministries.

The Christmas Fund—For direct financial support to those who

serve the church and are facing financial difficulties–active and

retired clergy, lay employees, and surviving spouses when needed.

Is your church 5 for 5?

Local church offerings

and

Four special UCC offerings
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